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SALERNO

By Basil-Gingell representing the Combined British Press

' -Salerno t. ■

September 15 (Delayed)

' with 5th Army.

There is practically no change. in the positions occupied by the. British
troops around Salerno where the -battle for the passes is being waged, The Vietri

height is still held although the approach bridge on the shore side ms under

German mortar fire throughout yesterday, and on the hills commanding the inland
road to Sanseverino Units of south country regiments have strengthed their grasp,
on the first range of hills, .

German Snipers have also been active employing the close cover afforded

by-the fruit'plantations which extend up the mountain slopes to infiltrate and

make themselves a general nuisance. The bridge at Vietri .’has received a'nupjber
of hits from enemy- shells but -it is still being used not only by our forces- but

by Italians entering and leaving Salerno mho duck as they,cross the viaduct and

then run at full speed. Yesterday when-.-I stood by the bridge watching the

German shelling, shelling with a good deal of accuracy too, I saw'hundreds of

Italians, men, women and children, cross to reach Salerno where' there was a food

distribution or to return to hideouts in the hills. Many had .handcarts containing
all their worldly goods, while others, unperturbed by the shells, crossed-the bridge

bearing theirbundles on their heads like Covent Garden porters vdth their baskets

of fruit. One particular I watched as they lumbered over the bridge with a

handcart on -which there were a variety of articles, such as bedding, saucepans,

bundles of clothes and so on. They had reached the middle of the bridge when a

German shell with a deafening explosion burst on the parapet near them,I* caving their

cart they ran to the far side of the bridge. There they welted while the smoke

and dust drifted away and seeing their cart and belongings intact they returned to

the bridge, seized the handle and faced the fire again to stumble"to,-.-the. far side,

among the - crowd was an old lady -who must have been nearly eighty, Walking alone

and determined not to be upset by the gunfire she plodded across this death trap

muttering to herself but exhibiting no sign of fear.

On the Sanseverino road positions I climbed today to the top of a hill

overlooking the approaches to this main rood. The track I took was a winding rough

hill road -which brought me out about a thousand feet above sea levels In a little

village at the top of this hill, -where the central features a.rc a church and a few

farmhouses, I found infantrymen holding the ridge. They were under a certain amount

of fire from mortars, while at certain spots in the track one had to duck to avoid

the snipers. The sc emery was most impressive and the fertility amazing. Boughs

laden with fruit hung over the track and grape vines were actually hanging between

the hedges so that one only had to roach up to help oneself. In the stable of a

farmhouse on the summit beneath the shadow of the towering peak of Mount Stella,

which rises to a height of 3,000 feet, I found an advanced dressing station where

there were a number of stretcher bearers who -were taken prisoner on the day of the

landing while looking after our -wounded.
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VThen the Germans had to pull out they left behind the wounded and stretcher

bearers who were later received by our own troops. The stretcher bearers who

had boon in German hands confirmed what I have learned from other sources that
t

the Germans in this area are but poorly supplied with food and materials. One.’

stretcher bearer told me that the enemy took all food rations away from them

when they were taken prisoner and the Germans seemed to have little to eat* It

has been established that after the allied landings the Germans destroyed many

of their dumps containing supplies south of Naples because they feared they

might, fall into our hands, and this may be the reason for their present
deficiencies.

Although the chief movement by the Germans is with patrols, there has been

some activity -with tanks. In an effort to drive a wedge between the U. S. and

British forces some tanks wore employed but four of them were set on fire and

the remainder withdrew. Cur own reconnaissance units have not been idle,

pushing far cut into the hilly country inland to ascertain positions and meeting

with considerable success. The Germans, stubbornly defending every inch of the

ground they hold, are fighting back particularly strongly around Battipaglia
and Eboli on the main .road to potenza.

potenza,.which is in the centre of Italy, lies about sixty miles due east of

Salerno and if they can control this road they diould be able to. bring up their

southernmost troops back through the narrow corridor to join the units now

fighting in the Salerno regions. * ' - ■
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